The sequence rehearsal tool in the Rover Sequencing and Visualization Program (RSVP) is based on modeling and simulation of the multi-body mechanical systems. The methodology has been developed to support a real-time interactive graphics mode for the visualization tool, using the Configuration Kinematics (CK) and 3D terrain models. The sequence simulation is carried out using the on-board flight software modules for realistic rover behavior. It enables the scientists and rover planners to effectively develop the command sequences for rover safety and maximize the science returns of the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission. This paper describes the innovative numerical algorithm and the command sequence simulation of the MER mission for surface operations.
Modeling of the Mars Exploration Rovers
Simulations of space-borne systems have been well-developed and successfully applied to many of the past and current NASA missions. The modeling and simulation of spacecraft has been carried out using multi-body system dynamics [2, 3, 4] . The design and operation of the spacecraft are based on the predicted behavior using high-fidelity simulation tools [5] . The modeling of robotic vehicles for the surface operations is, however, very different from those of traditional spacecraft operations. The most important aspect of the rover's model is the need to interact with the surrounding terrain. Based on the knowledge of the terrain, the simulator will predict the states of the rover. This requires effective modeling of the rover-terrain interaction. In addition, the multi-body rover model should include all the motorized mechanisms that are commandable for a comprehensive sequence simulation.
In RSVP simulation, the rover model is represented by a set of hierarchical subgraphs of the mechanism models for the primary motion systems. These subgraphs are the foundation block for (1) receiving sensed data, (2) interpreting commands and (3) predicting the physical states of the corresponding mechanical systems.
Figure 1. Mars Exploration Rover

Rover Mobility and Navigation
The mobility mechanism consists of the Rocker-Bogey-Differential (RBD) suspension and the four-wheel steering systems. As shown in Figure 1 , the suspension and the rover's kinematics, e. g., position and attitude, comprise a multi-body system of 10 states. Six wheels with four steering motors comprise additional 10 degrees of freedom. These are the basic states of the rover's model for mobility.
Instrument Deployment Device (IDD)
The IDD is a five-joint robotic arm whose purpose is to position instruments on or near science targets. The modeling of the IDD predicts the manipulation and placement of the science instruments. Each joint is limited to a predetermined range of motion. 
Other Motorized Instrument Units
The panorama camera and the navigation camera are mounted on the mast with two motors to control their pointing direction. The high gain antenna consists of motors for moving its azimuth and elevation. These motorized subsystems are modeled with prescribed degrees of freedom of the motor controllers.
Simulation of the Mars Exploration Rovers
The simulation of the Mars Exploration rovers is constructed upon the numerical algorithm of ROAMS [6] , where the Rocker-Bogey-Differential (RBD) mechanism and the wheel-terrain contact constitute the configuration kinematics. The algorithm solves the kinematics of a wheeled mobile robot (rover) traversing on a rocky terrain. The rover is constructed using the RBD type suspension and steering system as shown in the Figure 1 . By exploring the mechanical symmetry and the wheel-terrain contact characteristics on a rough terrain profile, we developed a novel algorithm to compute the rover's configuration, including the vehicle's wheels, steering and suspension linkages, and the position and orientation of the chassis.
One of the most important properties of the algorithm is the robust computational result, which yields a fast prediction of the rover's position and orientation in an uncertain environment. It treats the underlying mathematical model as an inverse-kinematics problem, and carries out the solutions using the computational techniques for constrained optimization. In this framework, the objective functions are comprised of three conditions: (1) rover's internal differential mechanisms, (2) wheel-terrain contact, and (3) rover's driving motion. The resulting nonlinear equations can be derived, and its solution can be computed by a straightforward application of numerical methods. However, the standard approaches to this nonlinear system of equations suffer from the instability and inefficiency in the numerical solutions due to the rough terrain profile, which is often modeled as a piecewise smooth digital elevation map (DEM). Moreover, the modeling of the physical limits of the linkages (e. g., the bumper-stops) can be problematic to the solution, as well as the case that all wheels may not be in contact with the ground at all times. All these modeling and numerical difficulties are resolved by the novel algorithm that achieves the real-time simulation of the rover traversal on a rocky terrain.
A Newton-type iterative method is applied to handle the non-smooth wheel-terrain contact equations using global searching and relaxation techniques. The solution also account for the bump-stopper devices, which have been modeled as the joint limits at the corresponding linkages, and maintains a fast convergent rate. Regular Newton-type iteration requires the smoothness of the equations to ensure a fast convergence. This prerequisite of a robust convergence is violated since the roughness of the terrain has been embedded in the contact equations. When the rocker or bogey linkages reaching its limits, an abruption of the iteration can induce unpredictable solution of the configuration. To overcome these numerical difficulties, we applied a weight factor to the residual of each contact equation. During the iterations, the weight factor for a given wheel can be reduced to zero to relax the contact condition. Whenever the wheel leaves the ground, its corresponding weight factor is set to zero for a total relaxation of this wheel-terrain contact. The re-scaling of the weight factors is coupled with the global search algorithm, which can detect the joint limits associated with each wheel-terrain contacts, and can sample small perturbations around the contacting locations to determine the occurrence of a separation of the wheel and the ground.
The step-selection strategy used in the global search is a backtracking line search algorithm that monitors the progress of the iteration. For a smooth terrain profile, the iterative solution generated by the Newton method converges very rapidly to a local minimum of the nonlinear equations. However, the rate of convergence can be tremendously decreased when a non-smooth terrain profile appears. Special care is taken to maintain robust and efficient solution in the case of a non-smooth terrain profile. Although the problem in hand is ill posed (i.e., it is well-known that the Newton method cannot treat non-smooth equations), we developed a heuristic solution to ease the computational difficulty in the iterations. In practice, the wheelterrain contact is treated as a non-penetrative type, which is not a realistic portrait of the nature wheel-terrain interaction. Therefore, a search direction to the wheel-terrain contact may not inline with the normal direction of the terrain (at the contact location), instead; it could be anywhere along the perimeter of the wheel. The heuristic leads to modeling the wheel-terrain contact equation as the distance constraint between the wheel center and the terrain profile. As shown in all the preliminary testing cases, the modification of contact equations yields a muchimproved convergence in non-smooth terrain profiles, and allows the modified Newton iteration to overcome many local irregularities.
Command Sequence Rehearsal
Once a sequence has been created, it should be rehearsed to verify that it is within the capabilities of the rover and that the rover is likely to perform the sequence as expected. The operator will initiate the rover mobility sequence rehearsal (SIM) tool and specify the sequence to be rehearsed. The SIM tool will produce a visualization of the rover activities to be compared to the operator's expectations and also alert the operator to any problems detected in the sequence. Problems could include activities which are too close together or overlapping in time as well as the inability to traverse to the desired waypoint, either at all or within a given time window. This capability is based on the rover simulation and the constraint analysis capabilities of SEQGEN [7] .
The sequence rehearsal can be carried out in a three-step procedure: simple-sim, quicksim, and deep-sim. The simple-sim parses the command sequence to generate the visual components and set the initial states of each command. The quick-sim method computes the rover states based on the numerical algorithm, e.g., inverse kinematics and configuration kinematics. Beside the configuration kinematics, the deep-sim method computes the rover states using the on-board control software for accurate prediction of the actuator states and command durations. In both quick-sim and deep-sim steps, collision detection of the rover's instruments can be carried out using the terrain model and the rover objects models. Joint limits are taken into account in the simulation as well. These features of the high-fidelity command sequences simulation are also implemented to support the real-time interactive simulation mode in the visualization tool, allowing the rover planner to create safe and robust command sequences.
In order to support the command sequence simulation, the rover modeling is carried out at the subsystem level. As shown in Figure 2 , the rover simulation module consists of subsystem simulator, NavSim, ArmSim and MotSim for the validation mode. The subsystem simulator supports the real-time interactive graphics mode of the visualization tool using the inverse kinematics of RBD and the Arm mechanisms, e.g. RBDIK and ArmIK modules in Figure  2 Figure 2. Rover Simulation Architecture . By combining actual flight mobility navigation and arm control software, the verification mode of the simulator carries out the sequence simulation via a comprehensive set of MER commands. Sequences are loaded into the simulator and rehearsed using the terrain models and imagery displayed in the other visualization tools. The on-board subsystem (FSW NAV and IDD modules) provide the synthetic input, i.e. next desired location, to the simulation. The simulation tool computes the predicted rover and arm states, which will be used to feed the FSW modules as their sensor inputs. The resulting series of rover poses constitute a behavior that can be compared to the expected behavior from the respective mobility sequence.
Another important application in the RSVP simulation is to apply on-board navigation map for a traversibility analysis. Using the terrain mesh generated by the down-linked images, the simulation module can create the navigation map using the on-board NAV code [6] . The resultant map represents a snapshot of the rover's perception of the world. This capability enables the planner to oversee the on-board navigation process (see Figure 3) . 
Results and Future Development
The RSVP simulation has been applied to every mobility and IDD related sequence since the beginning of the surface operation of the MER mission. It yields highly accurate predictions that can be used to validation the planned sequences. On the rover Spirit, most of the driving and IDD sequences are validated with extremely high correlation between the actual and predicted telemetry. For the driving commands, the predicted rover states have been consistently within 10% of the actual on-board observation. The simulation of the IDD sequences exhibited accuracy at the sub-millimeter range.
Figure 4 A Steep Climb to the Rim of Bonneville Crater
For planning of a long traverse sol (one Martian day), the RSVP simulation is used to draw out the course and validate the planned path. On a steep climb as show in Fig. 4 , the predicted path (in the blue line) is plotted on the terrain mesh generated using the downlinked images from the navigation camera. The red lines show the wheel tracks of the commanded path. Along the way, the RSVP simulation computes the rover's attitude and vertical height. Other sequences used to operate science instrument and high gain antenna are derived using the predicted kinematic states. Figure 5 shows the IDD operation in a trench hole. Using the stereo images generated by the front hazard cameras, the terrain in the IDD work volume is represented in simulation and used for planning the IDD placement. A sequence of IDD commands to take micro imagery of the wall and place the instrument inside the trench were simulated as shown in the left picture in Figure 5 . The picture on the right is the "after" shot to confirm the sequence has been executed successfully. The joint encoders indicate that the predicted joint angles are within 0.1 degree of the actual values.
Figure 5 IDD Sequence Rehearsal and Confirmation
The RSVP simulation of rover and the IDD arm has become an essential ingredient for the successful operation of the Mars Exploration Rover mission. The accuracy and efficiency of the simulation enable the rover planners to maximize the science returned from surface operations. Because the RSVP simulation is based on the kinematics, it is not suited for predicting time-driven events. An extension of inverse kinematics to full dynamics of the simulator is currently being considered for the future Mars exploration missions.
